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Abstract— Now a days it is very important to
achieve a high speed data transfer and high throughput.
A very efficient way to achieve the same is the usage of
PCI bus technology. It has been proven that it is a plug
and play for the hosts using it. It requires no additional
protocols or data integrity as necessary in other
protocols. In this paper we have proposed a high density
field- programmable gate array (FPGA) based
architecture using PCI bus interface for high speed data
transfer from the dram for usage of BIG data analytic.
The design is incorporated with programmable PCI
master core which act as an interface between PCI bus
and the internal logic design of FPGA. It also comprises of
local FIFO for synchronization. A complete FPGA design
has been developed in order to interface FIFO and PCI
core. The paper is organized is a way which first give the
basic idea and over view of PCI IP core usage and its
importance followed by design and logic for developing
communication with the bus. Finally the results display
the way functionality was achieved and design efficiency
is compared with the others.
Index Terms— FPGA, PCI IP Core, FIFO, Xilinx, Bus
Interface
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent development in digital systems has generated
various new requirements on the system design engineers.
The basic requirement is interface that has high performance
and is very much compatible with third party vendors system.
The issue like compatibility can be addressed by using a
designing a systems with bus interface which has industry
standards like ISA, VESA, etc. However, the performance
issue was still a very big concern for the system designers. By
the introduction of new interface standard named as PCI
(Peripheral Component Interconnect) the performance issue
was effectively eliminated. The standard was developed to
meet all the necessary requirements of new age digital
computer system [1]. If we look in to the basic specification of
PCI we can find it has got top features like operating speed of
33MHz, 32 bit PCI version can be used for high speed data
transfer of 132Mbytes per second as its maximum transfer
rate. Not only the compatibility and the performance of the
standard make it very useful but also it has got very well
documented standard support by special group.
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Fig 1 Basic architecture of PCI interface.
II. RELATED WORK
Due to development is technology like big data there is a
sudden rise in requirement for high capacity storage systems.
These high capacity storage systems generally built based on
two methods namely SAN (Storage Area Network) and the
other is based on Distributed systems [2].
SAN is designed based on idea of network where there is a
need to maintain a server like RAID server and all the storage
devices are then connected using a dedicated network. These
physical storage networks are Ethernet based using protocol
such as iSCSI or FCoE, usage of these software generally
makes the system slow by increasing the latency of the overall
system. A solution to overcome the problem of latency is the
usage of other type of storage mechanism like distributed
system. In this technique the storage elements are distributed
among the various application hosts and make use of regular
network to access them along with distributed system like
NFS, Lustre, GFS etc [3]. Another challenging task after
reducing the latency is to achieve the high speed data transfer
between the memory element and the device in use. This can
be done by the usage of high speed dedicated protocol bus
named as PCIe.Fig.1 shows the basic architecture of PCI
interface
There are enormous design available which are used for the
communication between PCI bus and the backend device and
the FPGA such as PLX interface chip PCI9054. However we
have designed a PCI device on FPGA for the communication
with the devices. The design has been built based on standard
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32-bit architecture and is capable of communicating with PCI
bus protocol and the FPGA internal logic for the specific
application.

unwanted situation corresponding device can raise abort
signal to terminate the operation at any instance after the
starting of read operation.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

3.2 Memory – I/O Write Cycles
This operation is has the same functionality as a read cycle
[11]. This also works on a sate machine that can execute
single cycle for the write operation and also full length burst
write cycle [12]. Certain signals are made high during the
operation when the sate machine detects the write command
and also finds an address matching to any based address in
region. The information is passed to corresponding devices
connected to the bus. Once the devices receive command an
acknowledgement is pass back to the state machine in form of
ready signal to inform sate machine to start the execution.
Initially a double word is written and the transaction is
completed if the process is related to the single cycle write [7].
The process of writing a double word is continued if the
process is a burst write operation and the corresponding
device supports the burst operation. If back end device do not
support the burst mode of operation is should inform the sate
machine by asserting a signal. Once state machine receives
this signal it stops providing the burst data and burst write
operation mode is terminated [8]. The signal assertion is
necessary to be done at-least two clock signal in advance in
order to get smooth termination of the operation [9]. Under
any unwanted situation corresponding device can raise abort
signal to terminate the operation at any instance after the
starting of write operation [10].

Fig2. Shows the basic block diagram for the proposed PCI
top that will be used as a communication medium between the
backend devices working on PCI protocol to PCI bus. This
block works as a data path controller and medium for transfer
of data from the bus to the device and vice-versa [4].

Fig.2. Top level of PCI Target
The architecture is based on 32-bit architecture which works
on 33MHz for PCI target reference design. Design initiates
the work after PCI initiator sends the signal to start the PCI
cycles. It performs various read and write operation with the
memory element on the standard bus. PCI target further
decodes the address during the address cycle as the base
address is hit. An acknowledgement is passed once the cycle
is completed. Below we have discussed in detail operation of
memory read and write operation performed by the design.
3.1 Memory – I/O Read Cycles
The design developed typically works on a sate machine that
can execute single cycle for the read operation and also full
length burst read cycle. Certain signals are made high during
the operation when the sate machine detects the read
command and also finds an address matching to any based
address in region [5]. The information is passed to
corresponding devices connected to the bus. Once the devices
receive command an acknowledgement is pass back to the
state machine in form of ready signal to inform sate machine
to start the execution. Initially a double word is read and the
transaction is completed if the process is related to the single
cycle read. The process of reading a double word is continues
if the process is a burst read operation and the corresponding
device supports the burst operation. If back end device do not
support the burst mode of operation is should inform the sate
machine by asserting a signal [6]. Once state machine receives
this signal it stops providing the burst data and burst read
operation mode is terminated. The signal assertion is
necessary to be done at-least two clock signal in advance in
order to get smooth termination of the operation. Under any
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Fig. 3 Functional I/O for FIFO
Apart from this state machine, the design has two FIFOs
transmit FIFO and receive FIFO [13]. Fig.3 shows back
functional I/O for the designed FIFO [14]. The transmit FIFO
temporarily stores the data from CPU and devices which is to
be written into the memory through PCI device [15]. And
when there is request to write more data than transmit FIFO
holds, the FIFO becomes empty and under-run error occurs
[16]. The receive FIFO temporarily holds the data read from
the memory to CPU or other device through PCI device.
Overrun error is associated with this FIFO [17]. The depth of
both FIFOs is defined as eight locations of byte wide.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig.4 shows the RTL schematic for the PCI top that is
developed
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Fig.4 RTL Schematic for the developed PCI top.

Fig.7 Write cycle for PCI top.

The design summary for PCI top is as shown in fig.5

Fig.5 Design Summary for PCI Top.
The simulated waveforms for the read cycle for PCI top is
shown in fig.6

Fig.8 Final Simulation for the design.
The final simulation waveform for the PCIe target is obtained
which is shown in fig.8
CONCLUSION
This project has been Implemented keeping in mind the
standard used in PCIe target to meet the requirements. The
design was developed on Xilixn Spartan 3E device using
verilog HDL. Complete functional verification has beed done
for various mode of operation and found to work satisfactory
as per the design requirements. Little improvement has also
been achieved as compared to the previous design
implemented on similar device. The design si fully functional
and can be used for the any application that requires high
speed data transfer using the basic standards of PCIe.
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